Aim of this study is to detect structures of verbal aggressiveness network and also reveal changes through time. Standardized questionnaires have been distributed to 168 students and 8 teachers at secondary schools in 2017. We performed complete social networks analysis and further processing by conventional statistics. According to the results, density could be a first indicator of verbal aggressiveness existence. The verbal aggressiveness seems to become denser through time. Most ties are asymmetric and only a small amount becomes mutual. Thus, inequality appears. Verbal aggressors seem to target more than one victim and use all forms of verbal aggression. Triad analysis can disclose elementary "sources of verbal aggressiveness". More verbal aggression ties are added than deleted over time.
Questionnaire
The participants answered a questionnaire consisted of two parts: a) non-network variables (e.g. gender, times they travel abroad, appearance, etc.), and b) network variables based on the Greek version of Verbal Aggressiveness Scale [58] which consisted of eight items (e.g., "decrease students' self-image", "threats students"). Preliminary examination supported the psychometric properties of the instrument and Confirmatory Factor Analysis indicated satisfactory fit indices (CFI: 0.97, SRMR: 0.02), and internal consistency of the scale (α = 0.96).
Statistical Analysis
Visone (version 2.17) was used for the networks' illustration and the computation of several indicators (e.g. node degree, average network degree). Additionally, through visone environment, igraph r-package was used for the computation of additional parameters (e.g. density, reciprocity, transitivity). Also, the visone software was used to depict the alteration of networks over time. Network and non-network data were entered into SPSS 21.0 for further statistical analysis.
Results and Discussion

Structures in Verbal Aggressiveness
In Table 1 and Table 2 , all networks of verbal aggressiveness are depicted. The networks with blue edges represent first wave and the one with red edges the second wave. The density varies among networks and seems to be correlated with the average degree of the network, the ratio of in-degree to out-degree and with transitivity. So, the density could be a fist indicator of the existence of verbal aggression with multiple properties. The density of all networks is at low level (below 0.30) but networks A and D have the minimum density (below 0.08). Also, the range of reciprocity in networks has been ranged at low level (below 0.30).
Degree Correlation
In Appendix, Spearman correlation of degree is being presented. All items of verbal aggressiveness scale have been correlated at both waves of the research. If someone uses verbal aggressiveness it is likely to practically use all its forms.
Comparing the two phases could be observed that most items also correlate between two waves. Only "mocking behaviour" and partial "lessening behaviour" seem not to be associated. This could be explained by social learning. If someone experienced verbal aggressiveness is in part susceptible not to pay attention to future behaviours, thinking that behaviours are "normal" for the particular person. From an additional point of view, one could distinguish between cohesive core of verbal aggressiveness dimensions and not cohesive ones.
Dyads
In Table 3 
Change of Verbal Aggressiveness over Time
The change over time can be depicted in four networks (Table 4 and Table 5 ).
Between the two phases no intervention took place. Figure 1 . Verbal aggressiveness over time (based on mutual and asymmetric dyads). In the other two networks (B and C) with higher density, the greatest part of existing verbal aggressiveness has been conserved. Also, a large amount of new relations added to the networks. Thus, it is reasonably assumed that the denser is the network the more aggressive becoming over time.
Triads
A triad in a directed graph is a subgraph which is composed of three nodes and the possible relation between them. The triad census is an especially useful summary of asocial network since it makes a large amount of network indicators calculable [48] .
In Table 6 , all triads of transitivity model [48] is being presented. All values are presented in the percentage form.
In Figure 2 , the triad distribution over time is presented. The null triads constitute the majority of the triads in all networks. Except from triad 003 the most common triads are 021D, 012, 120U, and with lower quantity are the triads 111U, 030T, 102. The other triads have negligible quantity. The four types of the triad (003, 012, 102, 021D) it is usual to occur in a low-density network [59] .
Especially the triads 021D with higher rankings can be perceived as containing "source of verbal aggressiveness" (a node attacking to the other two). The triads 111U, 030T, 120U similarly contain "sources of verbal aggressiveness". These triads are at higher level when the network is denser. Figure 3 shows the existence of verbal aggressiveness based on the triads in four classes. Standard error bars are also presented. One can observe similar results to these of dyads. Thus, triads produce no more particular interactive synergy than dyads.
Conclusions
Verbal aggressiveness is presented in all classes, but the structural features are 
